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protect the interests of member
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time-to-time to all its members,
on topics of vital importance.
SIHRA,now more than six
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India, comprising the states of
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Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu,
and the Union Territory
of Puducherry.
It has over 1,200 hotel and
restaurant members from
the smallest stand-alone
restaurants to the largest
five-star deluxe hotels. SIHRA
constitutes the southern region
of the country’s apex hospitality
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trade associationFederation of Hotel &
Restaurant Associations of
India (FHRAI), which presently
has a pan-India membership
of around 4000.
It takes up the causes of its
members with various state
governments as well as with
other bodies, and acts as the
official spokesperson of the
hospitality industry in South
India. It also acts as an
advisory body to the state
governments in South India
towards formulating their
respective tourism policies.
The association regularly
conducts professional
development programmes
and workshops to enhance
the existing professional
knowledge and productivity
skills of the staff to enable
them to keep pace with
rapid developments in the
hospitality industry.
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All information in the SIHRA News
is derived from sources, which we
consider reliable and a sincere effort is
made to report accurate information. It
is passed on to our readers without any
responsibility on our part.The publisher
regrets that he cannot accept liability
for errors and omissions contained
in this publication, however caused.
Similarly, opinions/views expressed
by third parties in abstract and/or in
interviews are not necessarily shared
by SIHRA News or DDP. However, we
wish to advice our readers that one or
more recognised authorities may hold
different views than those reported.
Material used in this publication is
intended for information purpose only.
Readers are advised to seek specific

advice before acting on information
contained in this publication which is
provided for general use, and may not be
appropriate for the readers’ particular
circumstances.
Contents of this publication are
copyright.
No part of SIHRA News or any
part of the contents thereof may be
reproduced, stored in retrieval system
or transmitted in any form without the
permission of the publication in writing.
The same rule applies when there is a
copyright or the article is taken from
another publication. An exemption is
hereby granted for the extracts used
for the purpose of fair review, provided
two copies of the same publication are
sent to us for our records. Publications

reproducing material either in part or
in whole, without permission could
face legal action. The publisher assumes
no responsibility for returning any
material solicited or unsolicited nor
is he responsible for material lost or
damaged.
This publication is not meant to be an
endorsement of any specific product or
services offered.
The publisher reserves the right to
refuse, withdraw, amend or otherwise
deal with all advertisements without
explanation. All advertisements must
comply with the Indian and International
Advertisements Code. The publisher
will not be liable for any damage or loss
caused by delayed publication, error or
failure of an advertisement to appear.
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President's Message

K. Syama Raju
President
SIHRA

Dear fellow members,

A

s Indians, we are all aware of our country and
our fascinating and myriad offerings of unique
and varied experiences to travellers. When this is
acknowledged by visitors from other parts of the
world, it makes us proud and validates ‘Atithi Devo Bhava’
– the ethos of our Indian culture.

hospitality industry across the country coming together for
three days of networking, education, inspiration and most
importantly, celebration of the best of Indian hospitality.
On this positive note, I once again thank you all for your
support and extend my personal invitation for you to
come, be our guest at Bengaluru.

With the rise in the number of global tourists and realising
India’s potential, many companies have invested in the
tourism and hospitality sector. We are pleased to invite
you to the 52nd FHRAI convention at Bengaluru between
September 14 and 16, 2017. It gives me immense
pleasure and pride that the FHRAI convention is returning
to this beautiful Garden City, the Silicon Valley of India,
after more than two decades.

Implementation of the Goods and Services Tax has begun,
bringing a bag of mixed reactions in its wake. Members of
the industry are seeking some relief from the government
in those segments of the business that have been or will
be impacted. In this edition, we seek to understand and
voice their opinion towards this new policy.

The Organising Committee, under the leadership of Shri
K Nagaraju, Chairman, has been working tirelessly over
the last few months to ensure this Convention will deliver
what you want - the right speakers and the right content
- by adopting the best practices from past regional and
national conventions. We are sure this will be an event
that will gain accolades from all the participants including
hoteliers, restaurateurs, food business entrepreneurs, and
exhibitors. The event will feature a diversity of activities
that will showcase the best and the most unique of the
region, with offerings of the culture, heritage, and customs
of the state.
The theme chosen for this year's Convention is
‘Hospitality 2025 – The Future is NOW’.
The customer journey is evolving, so businesses need to
alter their approach. The conversion funnel is no longer
linear and the purchase journey can begin at any point
along the decision path. It’s important for us to tap into
this dynamic, target the audience journey, and personalise
the content. The event will witness members of the
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Also, Kerala’s tourism and hospitality industry is expected
to get a boost as the state’s government has reversed
the liquor ban, which now allows hotels in the

With the rise in the number of global
tourists and realising India’s potential,
many companies have invested in the
tourism and hospitality sector
three-star category and above to serve liquor. The state
had witnessed a downfall in the inflow of both domestic
and international tourists, causing the business to go
down ever since Kerala became a dry state. The state is
sure to get a respite now with happy days ahead.

With kind regards,
K. Syama Raju
President
SIHRA

News

Lemon Tree opens
twin properties
in Gurugram
The Lemon Tree Hotel Company
has announced the formal opening of
its twin properties in Gurugram, thereby
becoming the largest owner of hotel
rooms in the millennium city.
Adding a collective inventory of just under
400 rooms, Lemon Tree Hotel, Sector 60,
and Red Fox Hotel, Sector 60, located at
a short distance from the business hub of
the city also house a separate convention centre with
commercial and office space, the largest accessible
MICE destination in Delhi-NCR.
In line with the fresh, fun, and spirited ambience
of Lemon Tree, these properties promise to delight
their upbeat guests with their vibrant interiors,
scrumptious food, impeccable facilities, and the
distinctive warm and friendly services that Lemon
Tree is known for.

Park Plaza Noida rebranded
Radisson Noida

Park Plaza Noida has announced its rebranding as Radisson Noida, the first Radisson hotel to be
inaugurated in Delhi-NCR. Strategically located in proximity of Noida’s corporate hub and the central
business districts of Ghaziabad and New Delhi, the hotel has completely reinvented itself to better
serve its discerning guests. “I am delighted to welcome this hotel to the Radisson brand family. DelhiNCR is a key market for us and Noida remains a promising destination due to its thriving corporate
suburb,” says Raj Rana, Chief Executive Officer, South Asia, Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group.

HIFI 2017 at JW
Marriott Hotel
Mumbai Sahar
in November
Burba Hotel Network (BHN)
has announced that its hotel
investment event portfolio,
including HIFI, has been
acquired by Northstar Travel
Group. HIFI will be produced
by Northstar Travel Group in
association with BHN and
Horwath HTL, India.

Northstar’s focus on the
global travel industry and its
established footprint in Asia
will add a new level of
expertise and resources.
Scheduled to be held on
November 20-21, 2017, at
JW Marriott Mumbai Sahar,
HIFI continues to grow and
serve the hotel investment
community in India and South
Asia. Northstar also owns
Phocuswright India.
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News

Swosti Chilika Resort set to open soon

Swosti Group is soon to open its doors to Swosti Chilika Resort, a place for all travel seekers and holiday enthusiasts who revel in
unexplored and untouched tranquility and look to unwind and reconnect in a most spectacular setting one can possibly imagine. Swosti
Chilika Resort extends its guest cottages and presidential suites with breathtaking views, while being elegant and well-appointed for a
comfortable stay. Four types of accommodation,
Sanctuary - The Presidential Suites, Millpond The Pool Villas, Windchime - The Quad Villas, and
Midlake County - The Hotel Blocks, are on offer
for a luxurious indulgence.

Swiss-Belhotel International eyes
India market

Swiss-Belhotel International has got ambitious plans for expansion in India. Most of the expansion
in India’s hotel market is taking place in the mid to upscale segments due to growing middle
class, stronger domestic demand, tax reforms, and stabilisation of supply and demand chain.
Swiss-Belhotel International is the perfect fit for the market with 57 per cent of the group’s global
portfolio of 145 hotels in the 4-star and 5-star segments.

Marriott to open
15-17 hotels in
India this year

Marriott International has marked
its entry into two new countries,
Nepal and Sri Lanka, with major
expansion plans for India as
well. Neeraj Govil, Area Vice
President - South Asia, Marriott
International, reveals, “We have
opened our first Fairfield in
Kathmandu and will be opening
a hotel in Sri Lanka, marking our
entry into these two countries. In
India, we will be opening about
15-17 hotels in 2017, and most
of the growth would be in the
tertiary market. We are looking
to grow across a spectrum of
segments. We now have 30
different brands globally so we
plan to bring in new brands while
grow with existing ones. India is
second in terms of growth after
China in the Asia Pacific region."

Ascott opens Citadines OMR Chennai

CapitaLand’s wholly owned serviced residence business unit, Ascott, has announced the opening of its first Citadines-branded serviced
residence in the city of Chennai, the Citadines OMR Chennai. The 269-unit apartment hotel is located in Sholinganallur. As part of the
introductory promotion, Citadines OMR Chennai is offering special daily rates that will be inclusive of complimentary buffet breakfast and
Wi-Fi. Attractive monthly rates are also available for long-stay guests.
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News

Royal Orchid launches third hotel in Mysuru

Royal Orchid Hotels has announced the launch of its third hotel in Mysuru with Regenta Central
Herald. The hotel offers 70 rooms, a fitness centre, and a multi-cuisine restaurant. The MICE facilities
with multi-functional banquet spaces can accommodate up to 300 guests, making it an ideal
venue for social and corporate events. With this launch, the Royal Orchid chain of hotels now has
43 hotels in 28 different cities of India and is all set to add five more hotels to its portfolio in the
coming months. With this addition, the hospitality group will have attractive offers for tourists and
guests travelling to the city of Mysuru to visit its many attractions that include the Palace of Mysore,
Brindavan Gardens, and Chamundi Hills. Royal Orchid Hotels will be looking for more properties to
manage in untapped markets across India and abroad. At the launch, Chander Baljee, Chairman
and MD, Royal Orchid Hotels, said, “As we embark on this expansion drive, we are very particular in
identifying strategic, high-value markets that present a unique fit for our time-tested services and
ambitious growth plans."

BirdRes widens
presence
BirdRes, the B2B distribution
channel from Bird Group,
has partnered with OYO,
India’s largest hotel network.
Through this association,
BirdRes will enable OYO
with access to its nationwide
network of travel agents
and help expand its business
in the Indian market.

Register now and avail early bird offer
(The registration form is available on page 41-42)
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News

Marriott Rewards & SPG unveil master classes for personal
learning experiences

Whether you want to learn how to whip up edible works of art, consistently drain the bottom of the net, or perfect your backswing, Marriott
Rewards and Starwood Preferred Guest (SPG) are making it all possible with the new master class series. Available exclusively for members
as a result of Marriott International’s unrivaled roster of global brands, property amenities, and partnerships, these one-of-a-kind, soughtafter learning experiences are designed to be highly personal interactions with superstars in sports, culinary, entertainment and lifestyle.

OYO Townhouse debuts
in Bengaluru

OYO has introduced its mid-market offering, OYO
Townhouse, in Bengaluru. With the first Townhouse in
Karnataka, OYO will break new ground as a true category
innovator through an offering that combines experience
and value at a scale that has never been attempted before
in the hospitality landscape. After its maiden Townhouse
in the Garden City at Indira Nagar, OYO plans to expand
Townhouse hotels at other popular locations in the city
including Koramangala, MG Road, Trinity Circle, and
Marathahalli. Townhouse provides a unique hospitality
experience in the heart of popular neighbourhoods. By
the end of year 2017, OYO will establish 25 Townhouse
properties in and around Bengaluru.

SIHRA meets Tourism Minister to discuss difficulties

T Nataraajan, Hony. Secretary, SIHRA, and other leading industry members recently had a meeting with Dr. Mahesh Sharma, Tourism
Minister, Government of India, where there was a detailed discussion on the prevailing issues in the tourism industry and the impact of GST
on higher slabs in hotels, liquor ban, etc., and presented a memorandum on the same. Sharma had a patient hearing and assured that he
will do his best and convey the sentiments of the Association to the Prime Minister and Finance Minister. He was very positive and explained
the government’s stand on some of the
issues, requesting that he be allowed time
to consider the issues. He also shared that
the Prime Minister was willing to go all out
to promote tourism, it being a major foreign
exchange earner for the country and that
the tourism department would work towards
fulfilling the PM's vision with support from all
stakeholders across the country.
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News

The oldest Benz in India

In 1914, Rao Bahadur PC Muthu Chettiar purchased a
Benz Model 8/20 HP Runabout Tourer from Benz &
Cie Germany (founded by Carl Benz). This Benz
may have been made a year or so earlier, but the
original invoice, which is still in the possession
of the PCM family of Madurai, is dated February
6, 1914. Amazingly, for over a century, this car has
remained with the PCM family who are promoters of
Madurai’s first luxury hotel, Fortune Pandiyan Hotel,
Member - ITC Hotels, that has been in operation
since 1968. Interestingly, the invoice, which mentions
the engine number and chassis number (plates of which
are still on the car), has complete details like two extra
seats facing forward, horn with tube, two headlamps
with generator, two electric side lamps and one electric
tail lamp. It also mentions the number of bearings and number of piston rings in the engine.
In fact, it’s almost like an inventory of all the parts that went into the making of this Benz.
It was used regularly by the PCM family of Madurai right till the 1960s, when it was put away in their garage because of difficulty in
obtaining spare parts. In fact, during World War II and after India’s independence, the car was only kept running with the help of Indian
mechanics. When the original tyres and wooden wheels went bad, they were replaced with newer ones from another vehicle. The radiator
was replaced with one from a truck, and as it was much bigger, the bonnet had to be modified. As the bonnet became bigger, the fenders
had to be changed to accommodate it. The original magneto electrical system was also changed. After the car was left parked in the garage,
many parts, especially the valuable brass ones, were pilfered by people. But the PCM family never once thought of selling or disposing this
Benz as they have many nostalgic memories attached to it.

Tamil Nadu Travel Mart Society launched on June 4, 2017

Tamil Nadu Travel Mart was officially registered on May 30, 2017, in Chennai. The society was inaugurated in Madurai on June 4, 2017,
at Regency by GRT Hotels, Madurai. It was inaugurated by Shreevats Sanjay, Regional Director (South), Ministry of Tourism, Government
of India. The inaugural function was presided over by TTM’s Founder President, T Nataraajan, CEO, GRT Hotels. The function was felicitated
by S Rajamohan, Principal and Secretary, Institute of Hotel Management, Tharamani, Chennai. S Sundar, the Secretary, proposed a vote of
thanks. Nataraajan, while welcoming the gathering, said that all good things begin in Madurai. Sanjay said that it was his dream that TTM
be conducted in Tamil Nadu. He appreciated the support that the Tamil Nadu government had extended. He promised that the Ministry of
Tourism, Government of India, will extend its full support to the Travel Mart. Sanjay, along with representatives of TTM Society, had also
apprised the Union Minister of Tourism and the Assistant Director of Tourism, Government of India. Rajamohan congratulated TTM Society
and the organising committee. He said that when tourism grows in Tamil Nadu, educational institutions involved in developing students for
the industry will also grow. He volunteered to give his facilities for any work or meetings for organising the Travel Mart. He also volunteered
900 students from his campus to work with the society during such marts so that his students could have a good exposure to the industry.
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Interview

INDUSTRY TODAY IS
ABLE, YET UNSTABLE
Rattan Keswani, Deputy Managing Director, Lemon Tree Hotels and Director,
Carnation Hotels, speaks about the launch of Sandal Suites, operated by Lemon Tree
Hotels. He also delves into policy changes that have impacted the industry and what
he thinks helps hotels survive in this dynamic environment.
Anupriya Bishnoi
TELL US ABOUT
SANDAL SUITES.
Rattan Keswani
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Sandal Suites is a brand that
was already in existence; we
have just embellished it further.
With an aim to facilitating
Sandal Suites’ objective of
spreading its wings to multiple
locations, we have created a
brand identity for them. We
will distribute, manage, and

operate the property with all
the specifications and standards
that Lemon Tree brings to
the table.

DO APPRISE US
OF LEMON TREE’S
EXPANSION PLANS.
In the Carnation Hotels
operating space, we have
8-9 hotels opening this fiscal
year. Due to the impact of
demonetisation on the industry,

some of our properties have
been delayed by three to
four months. We will soon
be opening hotels in Sikkim,
Siliguri, Jammu, Corbett,
Trivandrum, and Coimbatore,
as well as one on Sohna Road,
Haryana. There will also be 7-8
hotels under our management.
That said, mid next year, there
will be few openings in the
ownership space. We will open
hotels in Kolkata and Pune;

Interview

Udaipur may also be on
the cards.

WHAT IS YOUR TAKE
ON GST?
Conceptually, GST is obviously
a great move. It will simplify
processes and should also help
bring down prices. GST is the
perfect principle to work with.
There will always be debates
pertaining to its impact on
various verticals; each has an
opinion, as much as we, as an
industry, are of the opinion
that GST for hospitality is too
high. I do believe that once
the application of this tax
commences and things begin to
settle, new learnings will come
through, and the industry and
the economy will benefit at
large. While some may receive
returns soon, the returns for
some others may be slower.
As a concept, I have no
problem with GST.

FREQUENT AMENDS
TO GOVERNMENT
POLICIES HAVE MADE
OPERATIONS VOLATILE.
WHAT IS YOUR TAKE?
The hospitality industry,
unfortunately, has not been
looked after in any way.
Somehow, in India, we are of
the opinion that everything
related to hospitality is luxury
and that luxury should be
taxed. But, hotels are not all
about luxury. The hotel industry
can easily be categorised into

various segments such as
budget stays, uncategorised
hotels, and mid-segment
properties, to name a few. No
one actually sees the total
amount of revenue that the
industry generates. We do not
have a dedicated ministry that
looks after this sector. It seems
that the government does not
take this sector seriously. As a
result, we have to survive on
our own. All these steps are
regressive. I have three hotels
where the bar cannot run, but
I still have to keep the people
employed. I cannot relocate
them, so I am bearing their cost;
I am also losing a lot of money
every day on account of these
once-successful bars not being
able to operate.
By October or November, we
may witness green shoots.
Hotels normally go through a
seven-year cycle. Two years are
peak years, the next two years
or so are termed mid-cycle, and
for the next two years or so, a
hotel goes through the bottom
of the cycle. Unfortunately,
because of world economics,
since 2008, the industry has
been witnessing the bottomof-the-cycle phase, one of the
longest ones that I have seen
in my 36 years. Even though
the economy is not making a
jump-start, demand is on the
rise, owing to the increase in
the purchasing power of people,
leading them to travel more as

more and more flight options
are now available.
To me, stabilisation means most
hotels witnessing an occupancy
rate of 68-70 per cent. That is
when the industry is moving
upward. Last year, this rate was
a sub 63 per cent.

AMIDST ALL
THE CHALLENGES,
WHAT KEEPS
HOTELIERS GOING?
I think it’s the passion for the
business. If you run it well,
the returns in the long run are
really enjoyable. Hotels need
a passionate company that
understands their value and one
that customers respect. This is
why respectable brands don’t
get hurt too much.
The brands that are not
consistent and do not have
value propositions, get hurt a
little bit more.

HOW CRUCIAL ARE
TIER-II AND TIER-III
CITIES FOR BUSINESS?
The biggest problem in India
is the cost of land. For instance,
the cost of land in Varanasi
and Agra is phenomenally
high. One cannot really put a
budget hotel there because it
doesn’t make economic sense.
Hence, though Tier-II and
Tier-III cities do have my
attention, they are not part
of the availability.
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Interview

Marriott’s
stronghold in
BENGALURU
Parul Thakur, General Manager, JW Marriott Hotel Bengaluru, gives a peek into the
hospitality market of the city, its evolution, the USP of the hotel and much more.

WHAT MAKES YOUR
PROPERTY UNIQUE?

16
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embodies a five-star experience.
Spacious guest rooms and suites,
an outdoor heated pool, and
state-of-the-art conference and
meeting facilities make this an
ideal hotel to stay at.

Located just steps away from
the lush Cubbon Park in
Bengaluru’s City Centre,
JW Marriott Hotel
Bengaluru offers a superb
location from which to
explore this city
of Karnataka.

HOW HAS THE
HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
OF THE CITY EVOLVED?

With our signature Marriott
service and unmatched
amenities, our hotel truly

In the last few years, Bengaluru
has seen massive growth in
multiple industries, thereby
increasing travel to and from

the city. This has resulted in a
number of hotels opening up
to cater to the demand. With a
large number of international
brands entering the market in
the past few years, competition
demands us to constantly
innovate and improvise services
to remain the best.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR
ARRs AND OCCUPANCY.
The hotel has seen occupancies
ranging between 75-79 per

Interview

cent and ARRs ranging between
`9200 and `9800 over the
last few years. This year, we are
only look at raising the bar and
are expecting a 4-5 per cent
increase in occupancy and ARRs.

WHO ARE
YOUR CLIENTS?
Our clients mostly comprise
corporate travellers who come
to the city on a regular basis.

HOW ARE YOU
MAINTAINING A NICHE
OF YOUR OWN?
Marriott International is known
for its innovation and trendsetting
the world over. We are committed

to tailoring and executing
excellent guest service along with
unique and enriching experiences.

WHAT ASPECT OF THE
BUSINESS IS MOST
CHALLENGING?
One of the most pressing
challenges is retaining talent
in the industry, which is very
important in order to maintain
the service standards at the hotel.

THE YEAR HAS BEEN
STRICKEN WITH
CHALLENGES. HOW DO
YOU VIEW IT?
Such challenges will keep
coming our way constantly. It is

important to understand
how they impact the hotel
and be prepared for them
as and when they come
our way.

WHAT ADVANTAGES
DOES BEING
PART OF SUCH A
DISTINGUISHED
BRAND ENTAIL?
It is an exciting and
challenging experience.
Marriott is recognised
worldwide, so
the brand certainly helps
position the hotel not only for
customers but also for
the workforce.
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Policy

RESPITE FOR THE
‘DRY STATE’
The liquor policy, which was announced in 2014, allowed only 5-star hotels to serve
liquor, deeply impacting the tourist inflow to the state of Kerala. The new liquor policy
allows hotels from the 3-star category and above to serve liquor. We get in touch with
spokespersons of the industry to understand how this might just change things.
Anupriya Bishnoi
Ajit Jose

General Manager
Hotel ibis Kochi City Centre

Kerala has over 9,000 premium hotel
rooms across 17 of its key business
and tourist destinations. The liquor
policy prior to this had adversely
affected the MICE sector in the state.
A restrictive excise policy manifesting
in prohibition, stiff competition from
other leading MICE destinations, and
higher tax rates have contributed
to the decline in tourist arrivals in
Kerala. We believe that the amended
liquor policy is a practical way to
retrieve lost ground in the tourism
sector and will help boost revenues.
Given Kerala’s previous liquor
policy, some states have certainly
benefitted from it. According to State
Department of Tourism reports, the
footfalls of foreign tourists dropped
from 8.1 per cent to 7.06 per cent
between 2013 and 2015, despite
the national figure increasing from
5.9 per cent to 10.2 per cent. MICE
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and wedding-based tourism in the
state also suffered. The policy of
allowing bars only to five-star hotels
was seriously affecting Kerala’s ability
to attract MICE travellers. Such an
unwieldy policy made it difficult
for hotels in Kerala to compete
with others in the tourism and
hospitality sector. The closing time of
bars has also proved to be a major
challenge for the MICE segment.
The amendment to the policy is a
welcome change that will help in
generating employment, replenishing
the state’s depleted coffers, and
checking bootleg liquor. The change
in the liquor policy is a positive step
and we hope that this would reverse
the trend and bring cheer to the
hospitality sector in Kerala. We hope
that this development will definitely
take the tourism and MICE business
in the state to a new high.

Policy
Athulya S

Operations Manager
Beaumonde The Fern, Kochi - An Ecotel Hotel

Hospitality industry in Kerala
was under severe pressure,
primarily due to the liquor
policy of the state. The new
policy, which has recently
been unveiled, will bring
positive growth to the industry.
According to the current policy,

all three, four and five-star
hotels will get permission to
serve liquor. Another milestone
in the policy is the permission
to serve Toddy in 5-star
hotels, which will be of great
advantage towards reviving
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coconut farming in Kerala.
The one and two-star hotels
will get a licence to serve
beer and wine. The timings
of the bars and hotels have
also been made suitable for
customers and tourists alike.
While there has been a hue and

cry about the reopening of the
bars, the positive effect of it is
that it will end the purchase
and consumption of spurious
liquor, which was increasingly
being consumed. The State
Government will earn revenue

as well. Liquor was always
available but due to it not being
served in hotels and bars was
creating societal and family
problems. The tourism sector
was badly affected. There was
drastic decline in the number of
wealthy European and American
tourists who were more inclined
to go to Goa and Sri Lanka. The
fact that there were very few
chartered flights for tourists
coming to Kerala in the past
months, is a pointer towards the
decline in tourist numbers. These
tourists used to spend heavily in
Kerala, earning huge amounts of
foreign exchange for the state.
Once we have the new liquor
policy in place, the industry
will win back the tourists.
Another sector that has
performed badly is MICE.
All large meetings and
conferences invariably have
cocktails and dinner. With the
ban on liquor, people were
not keen to come to Kerala to
organise these conferences,
which otherwise was a norm.
While the consumers of this
sector did not come exclusively
for liquor, it was always part of
their programme. The new policy
will bring in positive changes
to the sector, especially in the
tourism sector.

Policy

Anand Nair

General Manager
Vasundhara Sarovar Premiere, Kerala-Vayalar

The new liquor policy that
allows 3-star hotels and upward
categories to serve liquor
will definitely help the Kerala
hospitality and tourism sector in
regaining lost ground, thereby
boosting the hitherto sagging

revenues. Bar timings were
another major hurdle in bringing
MICE to Kerala. The new policy on
bar timing may help this issue to a
great extent. It must be noted that
at least 40-45 per cent of a hotel’s
revenue is from the MICE segment.

Any change in this segment, both
positive and negative, can hugely
impact the overall revenue of the
hotel. Let us hope that 2017-18
would bring back the impetus in
growth that was lost to Kerala
Tourism in 2014.

P Bala Kiran
Director
Kerala Tourism

The change in the liquor policy announced by the new government has given a big breather to Kerala’s
tourism industry, which was previously battling a dilemma on how they wished to proceed with the imposed
liquor restrictions. Along with a push to the state’s revenue, the changes in the liquor policy will drive a big
thrust in the tourist footfalls, especially those of the MICE segment. The MICE sector, which was previously
growing at a rate of 9-10 per cent, registered a negative growth of 1.5 per cent last year, the first in a span
of five years. The MICE tourism segment, which contributes 28 per cent of the total international tourist
arrivals in the state, welcomes the fillip the new policy is going to give to it. In addition to that, Kerala is
generally identified with leisure tourism, not so much with beach and heritage tourism. We are essentially selling leisure tourism and
nature-bound tourism. The leisure segment always has a liquor component attached to it, especially because of liquor being a lifestyle
choice for most international tourists. Hence, it was not right to hamper with an essential part of their leisure experience.
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Chef Talk

Italian
Chef Mauro Ferrari, Chef de Cuisine at Focaccia, Hyatt Regency Chennai, explains what makes
this restaurant unique and how he rustles up authentic Italian dishes that guests can relish.
TELL US ABOUT THE USP
OF THE RESTAURANTS
HOUSED IN THE HOTEL.
Focaccia, located in the heart of
Chennai at Hyatt Regency, Anna
Salai, explores traditional Italian
cuisine from the shores of southern
Italy. Its inimitable Italian roots
shine through every element of the
restaurant be it the cuisine of the
native chefs, the highly interactive
ambience with an open kitchen and
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wood fired oven, the
delectable menu or the
exclusive wine selection.

WHAT IS YOUR
MARKETING STRATEGY
TO PROMOTE F&B IN
THE HOTEL?
We have a few strategies to
promote F&B in our hotel like
implementation of guestfriendly service systems for

Chef Talk
better food and beverage marketing;
exemplification of all aspects of
excellent guest relations; balance of
high-tech with high-touch, that is,
application of systems and methods
with a personal factor; marketing
services to our guests; emphasising
service in employee training
programmes; and rewarding staff
members who consistently deliver
exemplary guest service, measure
service,
and make the results available
to their employees and the F&B
marketing team.

WHO ARE YOUR DINERS?

Our clients are mostly expatriates
living in the city, a number of
socialites, and few selective
corporate visitors.

WHAT ARE THE LATEST
TRENDS IN F&B? HOW
HAVE THEY EVOLVED
OVER THE YEARS?

ethnic condiments and spices,
authentic ethnic cuisine, ethnicityinspired breakfast items, and street
food during their stay. Chefs enjoy
being creative and a number of these
food trends give us the ability to do
what we love, that is make fresh,
delicious food for people to enjoy.

MODIFICATIONS REQUESTED
BY GUESTS OFTEN KILL
AUTHENTICITY. WHAT IS
YOUR TAKE?
I do not encourage any modifications.
I believe in authenticity. Italian cuisine
is all about fresh ingredients, simple
flavours, and minimal ingredients
and that’s what I like my guests to
be served with. Modification kills
the taste; guests trust what a chef is
cooking for them. So, it is not often
that I get modification requests.

FOR A RESTAURANT TO RUN
IN THE LONG-HAUL, WHAT
ARE THE FEW THINGS THAT
ARE IMPERATIVE?
‘Food- Thoughtfully sourced, carefully
served’ is Hyatt’s philosophy,
comprising sustainable and fresh
food options with a focus on
supporting healthier people, a
healthier planet, and healthier
communities.

TELL US SOMETHING ABOUT
YOUR SIGNATURE DISHES.
Lombardy, Tuscany, and Cecilia are
some of my favourite regions. You
can find everything on my menu from
these regions.

There are lots of trends in food
around the city. Food has taken a
shift towards molecular gastronomy.
However, I believe in one evergreen
trend, which is no wastage while
you cook and that’s what a real chef
must do. Fusion can be done by
anyone but you need to make sure
you do not waste ingredients while
you cook. I believe in food being
cooked with fresh and high quality
ingredients. In this digital age, some
restaurants forgo paper entirely,
offering their guests a digital menu
instead when they sit down to eat.
This allows restaurants the ability to
broaden the information they make
available to diners by giving insight
into the ingredients, preparation of a
dish or what it looks like.
International travellers
or guests are quite
particular about
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GST

GST

AN EXPENSIVE
PROPOSITION?

Many were hopeful that post the liquor ban judgement, GST would be a saviour for the business of hospitality.
A uniform tax rate would prevail and all would benefit from a change in the age-old tax regime. The GST
announcement, however, did not prove to be a silver lining to the industry’s proverbial dark cloud. We try
and understand why it stands in the way of development of both hospitality and tourism sectors.

I

mplementation of GST has
begun. Staying in hotels with
tariffs above `7500 is now
going to cost more as the tax
under the new GST slab has
been set at 28 per cent. The GST
Council, in its meeting held at

Srinagar, has pegged GST for
air-conditioned eateries and
those with a liquor licence at 18
per cent, non-air conditioned
restaurants at 12 per cent, hotels
charging room rentals between
`1000 and `2500 at 12 per

cent, those with tariffs
between `2500 and `7500
at 18 per cent, and hotels
charging a tariff above `7500
at 28 per cent. The hotel
industry has been hit hard
once again.

Hari Arumugam
Managing Director
Poppys Hotels

The recent announcement about
GST for restaurants in star hotels at
18 per cent and the same tax for a
normal air conditioned restaurant
seems ironic. Such tax rates create
more pressure for budget and midbudget hotels to cater to the F&B
market as hoteliers are cornered to
bear the cost to stay competitive.
The widening of tax slab of 18 per
cent for tariff up to `7500 is a convivial move, but 28 per cent tax for hotels above `7500 adds fuel to
the fire as heavy discounts and commissions continue to be offered to OTAs and TAs, leaving no option for
hoteliers than to compromise on their ARR.
Suresh M Pillai

Vice President
Hotel Horizon, Trivandrum

The enhancement of the upper limit for room tariffs from `5000 to `7500 is a welcome move. That
said, the 28 per cent tax on room rent above `7500 is exorbitant. The rate should be brought down
further to attract international tourists since the tax rate ranges from 0-10 per cent only in most of our
neighbouring countries. The
Input Tax benefit provided is
negligible as majority of our
input items do not fall under
GST. We appeal to the government
to further rationalise the tax
structure for both room rent
and food.
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GST

Jose Pradeep

Managing Director
Hotel Yuvarani Residency, Kochi

I feel that the new amendment, reducing GST from 28 per cent to 18 per cent, is a big help to the hotel
industry, but the 28 per cent tax for tariff above `7500 has badly hit our houseboat segment as this is a
premium product of Kerala. The rate of houseboats comes to minimum `10,000. On the other hand, for
restaurants, the GST for food has been set at 12 per cent and for air conditioned restaurants it has been
set at 18 per cent. This will affect the food sales very badly. In my opinion, this should be reduced.
Ritesh Agarwal
Founder & CEO
OYO

Being a large-scale reform, there may be some initial teething
issues, but the government has already announced that companies
would be allowed to file late returns during the first two months.
This is a practical solution permitting flexibility in the early period.
Already, we have seen the GST slab for mid-market hotels be
revised in response to an industry-wide request for relief. This is a
progressive step and will ensure that more businesses come under
the tax net and deliver more revenue to the exchequer. Meanwhile,
the lower tax rate for the budget hotels sector will ensure that the
industry's quality upgrade continues while delivering standardised
accommodation to millions
of middle-class travellers.
This will also save and create
thousands of new jobs, which
could have been impacted
under higher tax rates.
Hotels are the single biggest
contributor to the tourism
industry that accounts for 7.5
per cent of the GDP. The move
will boost revenue from the
travel and tourism sector for
many years to come.

M Balaji

Chief Executive Officer
Clarks Exotica Convention,
Resort & Spa, Bengaluru

The passing of the GST bill is a
big step forward and establishes
a uniform tax structure, but
I do not think it will have a
big impact on the hospitality
industry. The GST of 28 per cent
will not make any difference,
but it would have been better if
it were less than 25 per cent.

CK Baljee

Chairman and MD
Royal Orchid Hotels

The GST rate for the hospitality industry has come as a big surprise. For a group like ours, which has
5-star, 4-star, and budget hotels in its portfolio, the news is a mix of both good and bad. On the one
hand, it is good for budget hotels as the rate is lower than the one they are presently
operating at, easing the pocket of travellers, but on the other it is not as pleasant
a news for luxury hotels as staying in these establishments is going
to get more expensive, given the highest tax incidence of 28 per
cent that they have received. This will bring additional burden
to guests who are choosing a luxury stay because
even the restaurants at these hotels will
attract a 28 per cent tax rate that I feel
is a little unfair.
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GST
Ankur Bhatia

Executive Director
Bird Group

Hospitality industry in India, a big
contributor to the country’s economic
growth, is on a high growth trajectory
and is expected to reach `2,796.9
thousand crore by 2022, says a study
by KPMG. The industry also contributes significantly to employment, FDI, and foreign exchange. The high
and complex GST rates will create further impediments to the industry’s growth that is still maturing. At the
same time, the new tax structure will also position India poorly as a destination vis-à-vis our competitors in
the international market that have much lower taxation.
Shwetank Singh

Vice President – Development & Asset Management
InterGlobe Hotels

GST is a great move by the government to make the tax base transparent and inclusive. It will simplify the
current taxation structure that comprises various levies and is complex for the end-consumer. The hospitality
sector is projected to contribute 7.2 per cent of the GDP by 2026, and we anticipate uniformity in the tax
structure for hotels that will dispel the current confusion and help us grow. As per the proposed structure,
the hotels that have room rates above `7500 will fall in the higher tax bracket whereas for the mid-market
and economy range, business continues to be unwavering in the 18 per cent bracket. We need to wait and
watch if F&B will be affected or not as the classification for this segment is a bit complicated, owing to
divisions based on air-conditioning. I feel there is a further need for the government to simplify this division
so as to curb any inflationary trends due to the new tax regime.

Rishi Puri

Vice President
Lords Hotels & Resorts

There will be interim chaos as expected during
the transition, but we are optimistic that
things will revert to the usual in a couple of
months. Many of our hotel units have already
implemented the required back-end changes
and some are still in the process. The scenario
feels similar to the demonetisation days when
suddenly cash wasn’t available, but then a
couple of months later, everything fell in place.
We will hope that this situation too will stabilise
sooner than later and that GST will work out for
us and the nation.
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GST
Shrikant Wakharkar

General Manager
Hyderabad Marriott Hotel
& Convention Centre

When the ruling party came into
power, tourism was one of the five
'Ts' that was highlighted as an
avenue for fast development. The
tax bracket of other well-known
tourism-centric countries like Sri
Lanka, Malaysia, and Thailand,
is comparatively low and ranges
from 8 to 15 per cent. Once the
28 per cent GST is imposed, it
may discourage leisure travellers
from foreign countries to visit
India, resulting in other countries
standing to gain.

Shipra Sumbly Kaul

General Manager
Holiday Inn Chennai OMR IT Expressway

GST comes with an aim to simplify
the existing tax structure. The
hospitality sector will also reap
the benefits of standardised and
uniform tax rates. It is a mixed bag
of a simpler tax structure, easier
rules, and increased costs and
compliances. The hotel industry is
a complex business with multiple
products and different types of
services such as MICE, restaurants,
and rooms under various price
brackets. Hotels also directly impact
the economy and tourism. The
industry is yet to see the impact of
GST and how it is implemented.

UNDERSTANDING THE POLICY
WHAT DOES THE POLICY STATE?
The rollout of the new Goods and Services Tax will have a considerable impact on the hotel industry. Notification no. 11/2017-Central
Tax (Rate) New Delhi dated June 28, 2017, states that for “Accommodation in hotels, inns, guest houses, clubs, campsites or other
commercial places meant for residential or lodging purposes the 'declared tariff' will be the basis of tax to be levied."
WHAT IS DECLARED TARIFF?
Declared tariff is to include charges for all amenities provided in the unit of accommodation (given on rent for stay) like furniture,
air conditioner, refrigerator or other amenities, but without excluding any discount offered on the published charges leading to
some ambiguity.
PROVIDING CLARITY
The Tourism Secretary, Rashmi Verma, in an interactive meeting in Mumbai, assured that the GST rates are on actual invoiced rate
and not on published tariff. She has also promised to look into any discrepancy or anomaly in the language or wordings of the same.
Dr. M Venkadasubbu, President, Tamil Nadu Hotels Association and EC Member, SIHRA, met Union Minister Arun Jaitely seeking a reduction in
GST for non-air conditioned restaurants from 12 per cent to 5 per cent and for air conditioned restaurants from 18 per cent to 12 per cent.
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Interview

Spreading wings in Chennai
Rupam Dutta, General Manager, Feathers - A Radha Hotel, Chennai, discusses the
proliferation of the hospitality space the city has witnessed.
WHAT MAKES
FEATHERS STAND OUT?
Feathers is in an exclusive
location with a large banquet
facility for the MICE segment. This
makes our property unique.

Rupam Dutta

HOW HAS THE
HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
IN THE CITY EVOLVED?
Chennai, in the last few years,
has seen some of the best
international hotels open up
alongside existing reputed hotels.
The city has become an attractive
business and conference
destination. With a healthy and
educated workforce, several
automobile and manufacturing
industries have thrived. The IT
industry and medical tourism
have grown manifold, with the
number of foreigners travelling to
the city on the rise.

HOW PROFITABLE
HAVE YOUR ARRs AND
OCCUPANCIES BEEN?
Our most recent quarter has
seen some reasonable progress
with a promising forecast in
the upcoming quarter. We are
currently at an occupancy rate
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of 48 per cent with an ARR of
`5400. Our forecast for the next
quarter is 60 per cent occupancy
with a similar ARR.

HOW DO YOU MANAGE
TO MAINTAIN A NICHE
OF YOUR OWN?
The city is divided into locationbased micro-markets such as
the City Centre, OMR, Velachery,
Guindy, and leisure-focused ECR.
With its international airport,
Chennai also has airline crew
and passengers looking for hotels
close to the airport. Additionally,
with several feeder markets, every
hotel can focus on its individual
market and still remain viable.
However, the best hotels do enjoy
a higher reputation. Feathers is in
an exclusive location, in proximity
of the Chennai Trade Centre,
DLF-SEZ, L&T, Guindy, and the
Sriperumbudur Industrial Area.
These areas bring in travellers
from across the country besides
having their own hospitality
requirements. We focus on
the MICE segment with our
large events space. Designed
by Cobico, a US-based interior
design company, the hotel exudes

luxury with space, height, and
enough natural light everywhere.
That, along with our welldesigned F&B outlets and our
excellent associates, make
us the best choice in our
target segment.

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION
OF THE SOUTH INDIAN
HOSPITALITY MARKET?
South India has always been
known for its unique culture and
hospitality. South India Hotels
and Restaurants Association
(SIHRA) is dedicated to furthering
the welfare of hoteliers and
restaurateurs in the region.
Hotel owners and other
stakeholders share a fellowship
with each other.

WHAT KIND OF
CHALLENGES DO
YOU FACE?
The impact of the liquor ban on
us has been quite significant.
The first year of operations
brings with it a set of challenges
internally that need to be ironed
out. An external challenge such
as this was unexpected, and
has had a direct impact on
our profitability.

Awards

MAYA ENCHANTS

The fourth edition of South India Travel Awards celebrated the best talent from the tourism and hospitality
industry, as stalwarts from the region descended at Crowne Plaza Kochi to raise a toast to them.

(L-R): Hanneli Slabber, Riyaz UC, M.P. Purushothaman, Dr A Jayathilak, Arni Sapkal, K.C. Chandrahasan, and SanJeet

Nisha Verma

K

ochi played host to South
India Travel Awards that
were held at the Crowne
Plaza Kochi on May 2, 2017. Leaders and achievers from the travel

and tourism industry of the region
were rewarded for their hard work
and dedication. The gala evening
saw in attendance high flyers
from the tourism and hospital-

ity industry from not just Kerala
but all of South India. Gracing
the occasion with his presence as
Chief Guest was Dr A Jayathilak
(IAS), Chairman, Spices Board of

Awards

SOUTHERN INDIA

The winners of South India Travel Awards 2017 with their trophies at Crowne Plaza Kochi

India, Ministry of Commerce &
Industry. Acknowledging how
awards act as a catalyst for the
industry to excel, he said, “It’s
a great initiative because we
need to identify and encourage talent of all kinds in this
vibrant sector and any award
of this kind will go a long way
in stimulating and encouraging
more talent to develop themselves and also to contribute
more to the development of
this industry.”
India Travel Awards recognises
stalwarts from the industry in
all the regions, pan India.
These exclusive awards are
based on the deliberations of
a unique jury and a final list
is made after a fair online
voting process.

The awards were divided into
four categories, that were
Personal Awards, Business
Awards, Trending Awards,
and Partner Awards.
Adding a touch of glamour
and elegance to the evening
was the Guest of Honour,
Arni Sapkal, Gladrags Mrs
India Mumbai 2017, who
handed over the trophies
to the winners. Awards were
presented in a total of 47
categories in both travel
and hospitality.
K.C. Chandrahasan, Vice
Chairman, Kerala Travels Interserve, received the coveted
Gallery of Legends award. On
receiving the award, he said,
“I feel greatly honoured to

receive this award, especially
on the day when I started my
career in travel and tourism.”
M.P. Purushothaman,
Chairman and Managing
Director, Empee Group,
was given the DDP Trailblazer
award. Besides being at
the helm of Empee Group,
a conglomerate that includes
hospitality, sugar production,
property, power, and packaging
across South India,
Purushothaman has served
as the President of Federation
of Hotel & Restaurant Associations of India for three terms
and President of SIHRA for
10 years. “I am very happy
that I was selected as a recipient of this prestigious award,”
he said on receiving the award.
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Awards

GALLERY OF LEGENDS

DDP TRAILBLAZER

ENTREPRENEUR OF THE YEAR

MOST ENTERPRISING GENERAL MANAGER

BEST SALES & MARKETING PROFESSIONAL

BEST HOSPITALITY PROFESSIONAL

K.C. Chandrahasan, Vice Chairman, Kerala Travels Interserve, received the award
for Gallery of Legends. He is felicitated by SanJeet, Mentor, India Travel Awards; Dr
A Jayathilak, Chairman, Spices Board of India; and Arni Sapkal, Gladrags Mrs India
Mumbai 2017

Riyaz UC, Managing Director, Spiceland Holidays

Rajan Malhotra, Director of Sales & Marketing, Shangri-La Hotel, Bengaluru
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M.P. Purushothaman, Chairman & Managing Director, Empee Group, received
the award for DDP Trailblazer. He is felicitated by SanJeet, Mentor, India Travel Awards;
Dr A Jayathilak, Chairman, Spices Board of India; and Arni Sapkal, Gladrags Mrs India
Mumbai 2017

Shuvendu Banerjee, General Manager, Crowne Plaza Kochi

Pankaj Gupta, General Manager, Aloft Bengaluru Whitefield

Awards

BEST GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (GDS)

BEST AIRLINE - INTERNATIONAL

BEST AIRPORT

BEST TRAVEL TECHNOLOGY PROVIDER

BEST DESTINATION MANAGEMENT COMPANY

BEST WEDDING AND MICE HOTEL

Travelport Galileo

Kempegowda International Airport, Bengaluru

STHI Holidays India

SilkAir

Provab Technosoft

Le Méridien Kochi
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Awards

BEST DESTINATION MANAGEMENT COMPANY- SOUTH EAST ASIA

BEST ADVENTURE DESTINATION

BEST BUDGET HOTEL BRAND

BEST CORPORATE HOTEL

BEST EXECUTIVE HOTEL

BEST DEBUT RESORT

TravelBullz

Nandhana Hotels, Bengaluru

Howard Johnson Bengaluru Hebbal
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South African Tourism

Crowne Plaza Bengaluru Electronics City

Glyngarth Resorts, Ooty

Awards

BEST MID-MARKET BUSINESS HOTEL

BEST BUSINESS HOTEL

BEST LUXURY HOTEL

BEST TOUR OPERATOR

BEST CITY HOTEL

BEST TOUR OPERATOR - INBOUND

Holiday Inn Express & Suites Hyderabad Gachibowli

Park Hyatt Chennai

Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel Hyderabad Banjara Hills

Crowne Plaza Kochi

Spiceland Holidays

Cholan Tours
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Awards

BEST WILDLIFE LODGE/RESORT

BEST DEBUT MID-MARKET HOTEL

BEST METROPOLITAN HOTEL

BEST BUSINESS TRAVEL AGENCY

BEST LUXURY AND MICE HOTEL

BEST CORPORATE INCENTIVE TOURS OPERATOR

Waterwoods Lodge And Resorts

Ramada Chennai Egmore

Shangri-La Hotel, Bengaluru
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Holiday Inn Express Chennai Old Mahabalipuram Road

Archana Travels

Parry Travels

Awards

EXCELLENCE IN CUSTOMER SERVICE

BEST AIRPORT AVIATION MARKETING TEAM

BEST HOTEL & RESORT MANAGEMENT COMPANY

BEST DESTINATION WEDDING RESORT

BEST DEBUT HOTEL

BEST BOUTIQUE RESORT

BEST B2B TRAVEL PORTAL

BEST DEBUT MICE HOTEL

Radisson Hyderabad Hitec City

Tatva Hospitality

Holiday Inn Chennai OMR IT Expressway

Travel Boutique Online

Bangalore International Airport

Anantya Resorts

Mountain Club Resort

Holiday Inn Cochin
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Awards

BEST AIRLINE - DOMESTIC

BEST LOYALTY PROGRAMME FOR TRAVEL AGENTS

BEST BUDGET HOTEL

BEST TRAVEL AGENCY

EMERGING TOURISM DESTINATION

BEST GREEN HOTEL

BEST CUSTOMISED TOUR OPERATOR

PREMIER PARTNER

SpiceJet

Ramada, Bangalore

Réunion Island

Shanti Travel
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GMR Hyderabad International Airport

Narayani Holidays & Hospitality

Holiday Inn Express Chennai Mahindra World City

Mystifly Consulting India

Awards

Awards
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Movements

MOVEMENTS
Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts has
appointed Oliver Bonke as President
and Chief Operating Officer. In the
new role, Bonke will oversee the
group’s Executive Vice Presidents
based in Asia, mainland China,
and the Middle East, as well as
the operational division heads
of F&B, sales, marketing, rooms,
engineering, security, and quality
improvement. Bonke has nearly
30 years of experience in the
hospitality industry, most recently with Loews Hotels as Chief
Commercial Officer.
Oliver Bonke
President & COO
Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts

Pride Group of Hotels has promoted
Atul Upadhyay to the position of
Vice President - Operations. A
hospitality veteran with a successful
career of 23 years, he was
associated with Sarovar Hotels,
AccorHotels, and IHG before joining
Pride Group. Upadhyay moves to the
new role from that of an Associate
Vice President. He will be looking
after the operations of all owned
and managed hotels of Pride Group.
He will also be responsible for implementation of new strategies
to give an edge to Pride Hotels.
Atul Upadhyay
Vice President - Operations
Pride Group of Hotels

Sarovar Hotels & Resorts has brought
on board Vijay Jaiswal as Senior Vice
President – Sales & Marketing. An
industry adept professional, Jaiswal
brings with him over 29 years of
experience in the hospitality industry.
At Sarovar Hotels, he will be responsible for overseeing the planning and
implementation of sales, marketing,
and product development programmes
for each brand targeted towards
existing and new markets. Prior to
joining Sarovar Hotels, Jaiswal was associated with ITC Hotels as
Head of Sales & Marketing for Fortune Hotels. He has held several
positions at ITC Hotels, starting his career in sales in 1989.

Rohit Dar has been appointed as
the General Manager at The Westin
Hyderabad Mindspace. Prior to this
appointment, he was the General
Manager at Jaipur Marriott Hotel.
He started his journey in the
hospitality industry as a
Management Trainee with
Oberoi Centre of Learning and
Development (OCLD). With a strong
record, Dar brings over two decades
of experience in the industry, having
worked at properties like The Oberoi in Mumbai and New Delhi,
The Oberoi Rajvilas, Oakwood Premier Prestige, Bengaluru, and
The Trident Kochi.

Vijay Jaiswal
Senior VP – Sales & Marketing
Sarovar Hotels & Resorts
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Rohit Dar
General Manager
The Westin Hyderabad Mindspace

Movements

Grand Mercure Mysuru has
announced the appointment of
Tushar Garg as the Director of Sales
and Marketing. In his role, Garg
will be responsible for leading and
further improving all aspects of sales
and marketing communications,
promoting brand strategies, and
providing the best of the Grand
Mercure hospitality experience to
guests. A seasoned hotelier, Garg
has been in the hospitality industry
for over 15 years. Prior to joining AccorHotels, he was the
Associate Director of Sales at Hyatt Raipur. His deep understanding of the hospitality industry is critical to his role as the Director
of Sales and Marketing at Grand Mercure Mysuru.
Tushar Garg
Director of Sales & Marketing
Grand Mercure Mysuru

Manuj Ralhan has taken over the
responsibility of Director of Food
and Beverage at JW Marriott Hotel
Bengaluru. Ralhan moves to this role
from The InterContinental Mumbai
where he was Executive Assistant
Manager of Food and Beverage. In
a career spanning over 15 years,
Ralhan has worked across various
locations in India and overseas. He
specialises in pre-opening of luxury
city hotels and iconic resorts. Ralhan
has had the opportunity to set up some of the finest restaurants
and clubs in India, developing profitable business models. He
thrives on guiding and developing teams to ensure that the F&B
services at the hotel are credited as being the best in the city.
Manuj Ralhan
Director of Food & Beverage
JW Marriott Hotel Bengaluru

Sheraton Hyderabad Hotel,
Gachibowli, recently announced
the appointment of Ram Shetty as
Director of Rooms. Shetty comes
with a broad spectrum of knowledge
and an experience of 13 years in the
hospitality industry. Prior to his current role, Shetty was the Director of
Rooms at Novotel Kolkata Hotel and
Residences. He has previously been
associated with prestigious hotel
brands like Novotel, Marriott Hotels &
Resorts, The Westin, and The Taj.

Amit Kumar Dash is now the
Executive Chef at Sheraton
Hyderabad Hotel, Gachibowli. With
over 13 years of experience in the
hospitality industry, he brings with
him passion, energy, and expertise
in the kitchen and F&B department.
Dash holds a diploma in Hotel and
Catering Management from IIHM,
Kolkata. He encompasses expertise
in handling kitchen operations,
achieving guest satisfaction, and
team management.

Ram Shetty
Director of Rooms
Sheraton Hyderabad Hotel, Gachibowli

Amit Kumar Dash
Executive Chef
Sheraton Hyderabad Hotel, Gachibowli
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Casual Talk

Princess Rajyashree Kumari Bikaner
Chairperson, The Lallgarh Palace
I have been fortunate enough to have been able to travel since an early age,
thanks mainly to my father who loved travelling and was a life-long student of life.
My favourite cities are Bangkok, London, and Munich; each has its own interesting
vibe and character. Within India, it would be Jaipur, in my home state of Rajasthan.
I have a childhood love for reading. Gardening is also a great therapy for me.

My favourite cities are Bangkok, London, and
Munich; each has its own interesting vibe

Nikheel Shirodkar

General Manager, ibis Styles Goa Calangute
Riding a bike is not only my hobby but helps me de-stress as well.
My passion lies in travelling to different places as a backpacker. I like
to discover diverse cultures and lifestyles and have interesting travel
experiences. I relish simple, homemade Goan Saraswat cuisine. The perfect
balance of rice, seafood, coconut, vegetables, meat, and local spices are
some of the main elements in Goan cuisine.

My passion lies in travelling; I like to discover diverse
cultures and lifestyles

Rajesh Richards

General Manager, Manasarovar The Fern, Hyderabad
Kerala is one of my favourite destinations. It is a place where one can find almost anything
to spend a vacation. God's own country really relaxes the mind, body, and soul. My favourite
international holiday destination is Croatia. In my spare time, I thoroughly enjoy cooking and my
favourite cuisines are Indian and Continental. I hope to continue travelling to new places and
exploring different cuisines in the future.

I thoroughly enjoy cooking and my favourite cuisines
are Indian and Continental
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